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Tests for rnean vectors with two-step and 
three-step monotone samples 
YAGI and Takashi SEO 
Abstract. In this paper. we consider tests for mean vectors when 
the data have a monotone pattern of missing observations. In particular, 
we focus on the one-sample problem of testing for mean vector wit.h two-
step ur three-step monotone missing data. and the two-sample problem of 
tesl ing the equality or two mean vectors with two-step monotone missing data, 
wlwre t.wo data sets have the same monotone missing data pattern. To test 
these problems, we propose two kinds of approximate upper percentiles of the 
Hotelling's T 2 -type statistics. Finally, the accuracy and asymptotic behavior 
of the approximation are investigated by Monte Carlo simulation. 
1. Introduction 
The one-sample and the two-sample problems of testing for mean vectors with 
two-step or three-step monotone missing data are considered in this study. The 
maximum likelihood estimators (MLEs) for the mean vector and the eo variance 
matrix in the case of the general k-step monotone missing data pattern have been 
obtained as closed form expressions by Jirmclmm and Tracy (lD92). Kancla and 
Fujikoshi (1 discussnl the distributions of the MLEs using different notarions 
and approach. These results vvere derived for the one-sample problem. For the 
two-sample problem, the MLEs in the case of two-step and three-step monotone 
missing data are given in Seko, Kawasaki and Seo (2011) and Yagi and Seo (2014b), 
respectively, Tn this paper, wc first consider the one-sample problem of the test 
for the mecm vector when t;he data have or three-step monotone 
data. In case of a two-step monotone missing data pattern, the usual Hotelling's 
T 2 statistic and some properties were derived by Chang and Richards (2009) and 
Seko, Yamazaki and Seo (2012), among others. Further, for the case of a three-step 
monotone missing data pattern, Krishnamoorthy and Pannala (1999) derived the 
Hotelling's T 2 statistic and F approximation, and recently Yagi and Seo (2014a) 
gave a Hotcllir1g's T 2 type statistic and its approximation to the upper 
percentiles. In this paper, the notatiom; in Jinadasa and Tracy (1992). we 
give the usual Hotelling's T~ statistic for two-step monotone sample, and the sim-
plified Hotelling's T 2-type statistic for two-step and three-step monotone samples. 
Further, we propose two kinds of approximation to the upper percentiles of the 
null distributions. 
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Second, we test the equality of two mean vectors with two-step monotone missing 
data, vvhere two data sets have the same monotone missing pattern. For related 
discussions on this issue, see Seko et al. (2011) and Yagi and Seo (2014b). In this 
problem, we the simplified Horelling's 
statistic :md two kinds of approximation to the upper percentile in the case of 
two-step monotone missing data. Through thi::; paper, we asr;ume that the dccta 
are missing completely at random (JVICAR). The related discussion is given by Hao 
and Krishnamoorthy (2001), Little and Rubin (2002), and Chang and Richards 
(2009), among others. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follmvs. In Section 2, we first pn·~cnt 
some notations as preliminaries. Then, the ?IILEs of the mean vector and the 
covariancc mmrix for one-sample problem are given under t>Yo-step and three-step 
monotone missing data. Further, in order to give the usual and the simplified 
Hotelling's T 2-type statistics, the covariance of the MLE of the mean vector is also 
given. We give the approximate upper percentiles using linear interpolation based 
on complete clnta sets and adjusting the of freedom of the F distribution. 
In Section :3. for the problem. we discuss the equality of t'>vo 
mean vectors with two-step monotone missing data where two daLa sets have the 
same missing pattern. Finally, in Section 4, we give some simulation results and 
state our conclusions. 
2. One-sample case 
In this section, we consider the one-sample problem of the test for the mean 
vector with two-step and three-step monotone missing data. We present some 
notations and the :VILEs, and the covariance of the J\ILE of the mean vector in 
order to obtnin the Hotelling's T 2-type test statistics. 
2.1. Assumptions and notations 
\Ne consider the one-sample problem of testing for a mean vector with a three-
step monotone missing data pattern. If Xij denotes the jth observation on Xi, 
i = 1, 2, 3, j = 1, 2, ... , ni, then the three-step monotone missing data set is of the 
form given in Figure 1, vdwre p = p1 > P:>. > p:3 > 0, n1 > and " * " indicates 
a missing observation. Such a data set is called a three-step monotone 
data pat.tern. That is, . ::r:12 , ... , X1n 1 Y is an n 1 x p1 data set, and 
(x21· x22, ... , X2n 2 )' and (x31, X32, ... , XJn3 )' are n2 x P2 and n3 x P:1 incomplete 
data sets, respectively. Further, let x be distributed as Nv(J.-t, 'E), and let Xi = 
(x)i be the vector of the first Pi elements of x. Then, xi(= (x1,::r:2 , ... ,xpj) is 
distributcd as (J.Li,'E;). i 1,2,3, where f-t, = (J.L)i = ,f/2· .. . ,J.lvJ' and 
is the principal submatrix of 'E ( = ::E1) of order Pi x Pi. 
Let (:E;)1 be the principal submatrix of hi of order Pj x PJ, 1 :Si< j :S J. \Ve 
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x~n1 
x;l * .. * 
Figure 1: Three-step monotone missing data set 
define 
and 
Note that 'Ei+1 is an upper left submatrix of 'Ei and the above gives a partition of 
'Ei. :For 
Also, we have 
we can expre.ss 
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Since the assumptions and notations of two-step monotone m1ssmg data are 
almost the same as those of three-step monotone missing data, we omit them for 
the two-step monotone case. 
For a monotone or a k-step monotone missing data pattern, see 
BhargaYn r Srivastava and Carter (198:3). Little and H.ubin (2002), and Sri-
vastava 
2.2. Two-step and three-step monotone missing data 
In this subsection, since any discussion over a two-step monotone missing data 
pattern is the same as that over a three-step monotone missing data pattern. we 
first consiclr:r the one-sample problem of testing for the mean vector with three--step 
monotone data. ln the case of two-step monotone data, Anc lersou 
and Olkin (1985) derived the MLEs of the mean vector and the covariance matrix. 
Kanda and Fujikoshi (1998) discussed the distribution of the MLEs in the case of 
general k-step monotone missing data including the two-step and three-step cases. 
Further. as another approach, Jinadasa and (1992) gave the closed form 
expressions for the MLEs ~he case of A:-step monotone data. ln this 
paper, vve the MLEs with three-step and two-step monotone missing dnt<l. 
These results are simple and useful to derive the Hotelling's T 2-type statistics for 
the one-sample problem of testing for the mean vector. Using the notations by 
Jinadasa and Tracy (1992). we have the following theorem. 
THEOR.E:VI 1. Suppose th!lt Xij is distributed as NPi (p.,, i = 1, 2, :3, j 
1. 2, ... , ni, where p = p 1 > pz > p3 > 0 and n 1 > p. Then, the MLE of the mean 
vector is given by 
where 
= l:nj, i = 1,2,3, 
j=l 
and then. the MLE of the cot;o,riance matri:z: is given by 
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where 
Ei = 2)x;j- Xi)(xij- xi)', i = 1, 2, :3, 
j=l 
G - ( IP2 \ 
2- L' L--t 1, 
12 '11 / 
( Li_l· Li2)' . = 1 2 L ' L· ' z ' . i:Z 1-3 
The results in Theorem 1 follow from the results in Yagi and Seo . If Xij 
is distributed as (;.t,, 'Ei), i = 1,2, j = 1,2, ... , ni, then such a data set {xij} 
is called a two-step monutonc missing data pattern, where p = p1 > p 2 > 0 and 
n 1 > p. For the two-step cabe. \Ye have the following results. 
COROLL.\RY 2. If the data have a monotone pattern of missing ob-
servations, then 111LEs of the mean ucctor and the covariance matrix are given 
respecti·uely. 
Next, we consider the following hypothesis test: 
H 0 : ;.t = f-1D vs. H 1 : ;.t =1- J.lo 
where J.lo is known. We assume that the data set has a three-step or a two-step 
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monotone missing data pattern. \Vithout loss of gem~rality, we can assume that 
p,0 = To test Ho, we consider the usual Hotelling's T 2 statistic given by 
where f(= Cov[jl]) is an estimator of Cov[jl]. For three-step rnonotone missing 
data, Ctw[jl] has been cleri,·ccl using other notations (see Knncla and Fujikoshi 
(1998)). However, since it i:;; Yr'ry complicated, we use thr' simplified Hotelling'" 
T 2-type statistic with Cov[JJ,]. That is, we consider 
T ( Ipc ) 2 = ~I z::;-1 l 
(1,2) 2 
Then, vve have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. If the data have a three-step monotone patteTn of m 
vations, then the cocoriance matrix of j.L is given by 
where 
obser-
This result was derived by Yagi and Seo (2014a). Further, from Theorem 3, we 
have the folluwing corollary. 
COROLLARY 4. If the duta have a two-step monotone of missing obser-
vations, then the covariance matrix of ji = x1 + T2d2 is given by 
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Fnrthcr, in order to give the covariance of j1 for a two-step monotone missing 
data pattern, vve have the following lemma. 
LE;-,L\L\ G. S'iLppose that E 1 is distributed as the Wisha:rt distribution with the 
covariance matri:r ~1 and n 1 - 1 degrees of freedom., To/~, 1 (~ 1 , n 1 - l). where n 1 > 
p1 = p, and let 
E(l,.2J) 
E(l.3J ' 
where (E1 )2 is the principal submatrix of E 1 of order p~ x p2 . Let E(l,3J. 2 
- E(1,2J(EI)2 1 E(l,2J· Then, 
(i) E(l,:JJ'2 ~ l>V~ 1 -p2 (~(l,3)-2,nl-P2-l) and is independent 
E(l,2)- where ~(l,:l)·2 = ~(1,3) -- ~(1,2)~:2 1 ~(1.2); 
(ii) The conditional di.·dribution of Yec[E(1, 2 J] given (E1)2 
(iv) if n1 - P2 - 2 > 0, 
[( ) -1; 1 ~-1 E E1 2 ; = . L-<2 : 
nl- P2- 2 
-2 > 0, 
ELE(1 ,2J (El ):J1C(E1)21 E(1,2)J 
= E[tr{(E1) 2 1 ~(1,3)·2 + ~( 1 , 2 J:E2 1 E[C]~2 1 
whe-re C is a ro.ndom matrix depen.ding on (EI)2. 
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:\ute that Lemma 5 is obtained n~writing the result in Kanda and Fujikoshi 
using the notations in Jinado.sa and Trac:y (1992) and Yagi and Seo (20Ha) 
in order to obtain the next theorem. Further, note that E 2 cJ (E 1 )2 but E 2 = 
'L7!1 (X2j- X2 )(x2j- x2)'. 
THEOReM 6. If the dn.tu have a two-step monotone 
vations, then the 
(i) E[Ji] = p, 
( 
1 -~2 
, .~ N3 C ov[p] = 
1 I 
--~22 N3 
and the covariance matrix of j1 are 
of 




PROOF. Resuh (i) c:an be easily obtained. Since Cov[/1] = E[/1/1'] - pjJ/. ·we can 
as 
--../ ........_ ----- ""'' Cov:J1J = E[x1x~] + E[x1d;T2 ] + E[T2d2x~] E[T2d2d;T2 ] pp'. 
Then, using Lemma 3. each term is given by 
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( 
:E') 
:E( j ,2) 
. and = n 1 , the is complete. 





Cov[J.LJ = · 
1 :E' 
- 22 
Cov[,U] = Cov[p] + R. 
Therefore, in particular. for two-step monotone sample, T 2 and 
2 ........_,..--..-1__......_ r-_;? -../~-1......._ . 
reduced as T = J.L r J.L and 7- = J.L r J.L, respectively, where 
statistics are 
HowevPr. it is not easy to find the exact null distributions of the Hotclling's T 2 -
type statistics. In addition, the upper percentiles of the x2 distribution are not 
good approximations for small sample sizes, although the distribution is the 
asymptotic distribution of Hotelling's T 2-type statistics. Indeed, under H 0 , the 
T 2-type statistics are asymptotically distributed as a x2 distribution with p 
of freedom; \V hen n 1 , N 3 ---+ x with ---+ !) E (0, 1] under the tiVO-i:itep ca::;c, 
and when n 1 , N4 ---+ x with nt/JY~ ---+ o E (0, 1] under the three-step case. 
Therefore. we give their approximate upper percentiles using the linear interpo-
lation based on the complete data set and adjusting the degrees of frcpdom of the 
F distribution. 
THEORE;'v! If the doJo. have a monotone pattern of missing obser-
vations, then the two kinds of approxinwte upper lOOa percentiles of the T2 statistic 
are given by 
r ) ~ r1- ·' ·T2 T 2 r.\Ct ~ \ c) n,.a + C N 4 .ct' 




Figure 2: Approximation adjusting the degrees of freedom of the F distribution 
where 
and Fp,q,a is the upper lOOa percentile of the F distribution with p and q degrees 
of freedom. 
Figure 2 shows that n* is the solution to the equation I:~=l niPi n*p1. We 
note that r;1 = n1x~~;,;;ix1 is distributed as n1pl/(n1- Pl)F~ 1 ,n 1 -p 1 since 
~''L = (1/nl) 2:::)'~ 1 ( x 1:i - x1 )( x 1:i - xr)'. For two-step monotone missing data, we 
have the corollary. 
CoROLLARY 8. If the data have a two-step monotone pattern of missing ob-
servations, then the two kinds of approximate upper percentiles of the T 3 (or T2 ) 
statistic are given by 
? ( . t:;.8 , cv) = 
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1 
* i ) n = -(n1P1 + n2P2 . P1 . 
Note that the values of t~8 L (u) and t~-s F(a) can be used as approximations to the 
upper percentiles of both T 2 and T2 statistics. 
3. Two-sample case 
In this we couc;idcr the testing equality of tvvo mean yc;ctors with tlvo-
s~c'p monotone missing data where two data sets hm-c the same missing pattern 
and a common covariance matrix. 
~ [pl] ( £) . 
Let , £ = 1, 2, and :E be the MLEs of J.L , £ = 1, 2, and :E, respectively. 
Then, the ~IU-:s of J..L(£) t = 1, 2, and ~ are derived using other notations 
Seko et aL (:2011)). In this section, we present the I\ILEs using the notations in 
Yagi and Seo (2014b). To test the hypothesis: 
Ho: J..L(ll = J..L( 2) vs. H1: J..L(l) -I J..L( 2l, 
we also present: the Hotclling's T 2-tvpe 
cl .. nd 
where 
r~[viJ c- [~ell ~c2Jl r-[pzJ c- [-ell -(2)] = ov J.L - J.L , = ov J.L - J.L • 
we the MLE~ of the mean vectors and the conuiance matrix when the 
two data sets have the same pattern of two-step monotone missing data. 
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T 9 L t en · - 1 2 · - 1 2 ceJ f) - , 2 b -1 · -th · d HEOREM . e xij , 7 - . , J - , , ... , ni , ,., - ~, , e t 1.e J ran orn 
vector from tlu {-th population distTibuJed as , 'E.i), whue p = J!t > P2 > 0 
and ~~~£) > J!. £ 1, 2. the MLEs of J-L (£), E =--, l, 2, and :E are given by 
1 2 









= E(Pl = (Li{ Li~) 
- LC£l' T u_J · 
12 '-'13 
Further, as with the one-sample 
~[pi] 
matrices of and r ' 
we can easily obtRin the covariance 
~[vl] ~[pl] ~ [pl] 
r· =r +R 
and 
( 2 ) . (2 (C) ) r~lpll __ L 1 ~[pi] L n.) ~[pl] 
-- "E1 - ----- u? 
J\T(£) . yi C) N(£) ~ ' 
\I T l H 2 £= 1 . 2 3 
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~ [pl] ~ [pl] ~[pi]' ~ [pl] -l ~ [plj 
~(1,3)-2 = ~(l,:l)- ~(1,2)~2 ~(1.2) 
(R) . . ~[pl] 
and N2 > P2 -l- 2, £. = 1. 2. In addrtwn, \\·e Cc\Il express r as 
From the above results, 1\T' can obtain the T~ and T2 statistics, whose null dis-
tribution::; are asymptotically the x2 distribution with p of freedom when 
n~e), N(R.l -too with niP) jN~£) -t (j(P) E (0, 1],£' = 1, 2. Then, we can propose the 
approximation to the upper percentiles of the T 2 and T2 statistics. 
THEOREJ\1 10. If two data sets have the same type of monotone 
pattern, then the two kinds of appmximate upper lOOa percentiles of the T 2 (or 
statistic are given by 
when; 
n -~,(l) +n(2) S = 
- '1 1 ' 
) + u(2) 
lY3 l 
) + ( (1) ' . (2)) ] P1 n2 --:- n2 P2 · 
4. Simulation studies 
vVe compute the upper percentiles of the Hotelling's T 2-type statistics with two-
step or three-step monotone missing data using the Monte Carlo simulation (106 
runs). That the T 2 (or T2 ) statistic are computed 106 times based on the nor-
mal random 1·ectors generated from Np(O. . ;'-iote that the Hotelling's 
statistics are asymptotically invariant under the nonsingular transformation. In 
particular, we evaluate the accuracy of the proposed approximations in Theorem 
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7 and Corollary 8 for the one-sample problem, and that of the proposed approxi-
mations in Theorem 10 for the two-sample problem. 
4.1. One-sample problem 
Tables 1 and :2 give the sinmlatcd upper lOOn percentiles of the statistic with 
a three-step monotone missing data pattern. That is, we provide £2 (= P (n)) 
s1mu snnu 
for (p1, P2,P3) = (8, 4, 2): a = 0.05, 0.01: and (n1 , n2 , n3 ) = (m1 , m2 , m3 ), where 
rn1 = 20, 50, 100, 200,400, 800, m 2 = 10, 20, 30, and m 3 = 10, 20, 30, and where the 
sets of ( n 1 , n:2, n :l) are combinations of m 1 , m 2 . ann m 3• These ta hle:o also give the 
approxirnat.ions to the upper of the T2 statistic, that is, t~8 L ( cv)) 
and t~3 P ( o:)) in Theorem 7. In addition, we provide the simulated coverage 
probabilities for the approximate upper percentiles in Tables 1 and 2, which arc 
given 
CP(t~2 jo)) = 1- Pr{T2 > (a)}, 
= 1- Pr{T2 > (a)}, 
It may be noted from 'Iables 1 and 2 that the simulated values, t;1mJa), are closer 
to the upper percentiles of the distribution when the sample size n 1 becomes 
large. However. the upper of the distribution, are not good 
approximationi:i to those of the T2 statistic for small sample sizes. ..:\.t the same 
time, the proposed approximate upper percentiles t~s-L and t~-s F' are good even for 
small sample sizes, in particular, t~8 L is considerably good for all cases. 
In Tables 3 and 4, we prm"idc the simulated upper 100a percentiles of the T 2 
and T2 statistics, t;,mJ= t;1u,(o)) <'Llld t"::m.J= ~J ), and the two kinds of ap-
proximation in Corollary 8, t~8 L (a)) and t~s F' t~-8 F' ( 0')), for (Pl, P2) = 
(4, 2). (8, 4); a= 0.05, 0.01: and (n1, n2) = (m1, m2), where m1 = 10, 20, 30, ,50,100 
and m 2 = 10, 20, 50, 100, and where the sets of (n1 , n 2 ) are combinations of m 1 and 
m 2 . Further, these tables list the simulated coverage probabilities for the approxi-
mate values of and t~8 . 1 ac: well as x~,a' which are given by the same coverage 
probabilities as those in Table::; 1 and 2. It may be nored from Table::; ;3 and 4 that 
the approximate values t~8 L and are closer to the simulated values t"::nm or 
t;imu when the sample size becomes large. 
In addition, we also provide the simulated coverage probabilities given by 
CP(t~.,L(ct)) = 1-Pr{T2 > 
CP(t~s h.(c'<)) = 1- Pr{T2 > 
(a)}, 
(a)}, 
CP(x;,a) = 1- Pr{T2 > x;,a}· 
In Tables 1 and 2, we do not provide the simulated values, t;,mJ a) and the sitnu-
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lated coverage probabilities, CP(t~8 L(a)), CP(t~8 F(a)) and CP(x;,a) since the T 2 
statistic is very complicated and is not derived in the case of three~step monotone 
missing data. 
In particular. it can be S('Cn from the coverage probabilities in Tables 3 and 4 
that the approximate rtppcr percentiles. , are considcralJlv good for 
all cases, even n 1 < n 2 . Therefore, it can be concluded that our approximation 
procedures are very accurate for most of the cases, though t~s F is not a good 
approximation for a small n 1 when n 1 < n 2 . 
4.2. Two-sample problem 
Tables 5 and 6 give the simulated upper Hlfln percentiles of the T 2 and T2 
statistics, t?,mJ= t;,mu(a)) and T.:mJ= t~:mJn)), for the case where two data sets 
have the same pattern of two-step monotone missing data. Computations are 
conducted for (p1,p2) = (1L2).(8A);a = 0.0.5,0.01: and (ni£),n~£)) = (m1,m2), 
e = 1, 2, \V here ml = 10, 20. :m. 50. 100 and 7112 = 20, 50, 100. and where the 
sets of (n\'J. are combinations of m 1 and m 2. vVe note that this setting for 
two data sets is the same with respect to the sample size. Tables 5 and 6 also list 
the approximations to the upper percentiles of T 2 (or T2 ), t~8 L ( = t~8 L (et)) and 
t~sF t~8 F(a)), in Theorem 10, and the simulated coverage probabilities for the 
approximate Yal ucs of t~8 L. , and x;,a. It may be noted from Tables 5 and 
6 that the >'inmlated values and the approximate Yalues are closer to the upper 
percentiles oft he )(2 distributiou when n~f) becomes large. It is seen that t~s.F and 
t~·s L are considerably good approximate values of ts:mu and ~7mu, respectively, even 
for small samples. 
In Table 7, we provide the simulated values, t;imu t;im,( a)) and f.7mJ= 
~:mJ a)), and the approximate values, t~-8 L ( = (a)) and F ( = t~8 F (a)), 
for the ca:;e where the sample si:.~es are unequaL That is, computations are con-
~ (1) (1 p) ducted for (JJl,P2) = (4. 2), (c:s, 1); o. = 0.05, 0.01; and {(n1 , n 2 !), , n 2- )} = 
{(2m, m.), (m, m)}, {(2rn, 2m), (m, m)}. {(2m., m), (2m, m)}, { (2m, 2m), (2m, m)}. 
and {(2m, 2m), (2m, }, where m= 15, 20. In this case, it may be seen from the 
simulation results that t~8 p and t~s L are considerably good approximate upper 
percentiles the T 2 and T2 respectiwly. vVe note that these results 
for the case of unequal sample sizes are similar to the results for the case of equal 
sample sizes in Tables 5 and 6. 
In conclusion, we have developed the usual Hotelling's T 2 statistic and its sim-
plified Hotelling's T 2-type statistic for two-step monotone missing data under both 
one-sample alHl two-sample though we have developed only the simpli-
fied Hotelling's T 2 -type star,istic for one-sample problem under mono-
tone missing data. Further, we haw proposed the approximate upper percentiles of 
these statistics and our approximation procedures are considerably more accurate 
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T21 hle 1: Simulated and approximate values and cov-erage probabilities 



































































































































































Pl,P2· P3)- (8,4. 2) 
[¥ = 0.05 
32.15 27.77 
1!1.81 
! 7 .. S9 17.57 







































































































































































































































































Note. x~.o.o5 = 15.51, CPys L = 
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Table 2: Simulated and approximc1te Yalues and coverage probabilities 
for one-sample problem with three-step monotone sample 
Sample Size upper Percentile Coverage Probability 
n1 nz n3 t~-s-L t~,.S-F CPys r, CTys P 0' 0 ,-
(p1, pc. fJ;;I - (8, L 2 
(Y = (J.(Jl 
:w 10 10 53.Gti 4!:L22 40.5/S O.l!il4 O.l!Go 0.775 
50 10 10 27A7 :27.19 26.89 0.989 0.989 0.949 
100 lD 10 23.39 23.33 23.30 0.990 0.990 0.974 
200 10 10 21.6:3 2L6Fi 21.6-'i 0.990 0.990 0.981 
cl()() 10 lO ~1).:-\ t 20.8ti 20.8G O.!YJO O.!JDO 0.987 
guo 10 10 20. 20.--:1:7 :?0.--!7 lJ.!J!J() 0.')!)() 0.989 
20 10 20 55.58 49.42 37.ti7 0.9154 0.960 0.777 
50 10 20 27A7 27.05 26.53 0.989 0.988 0.949 
100 10 20 23.34 2:3.27 23.21 0.990 0.990 0.975 
200 10 20 2 1 .70 2Ui3 21.63 0.990 0.990 0.983 
<JUO 10 20 2(!..~3 20.?2,.) ~CJ.8i') 0.\J!JU O.D!JO 0.987 
80() 10 2UA8 20.17' 2UA7 0.990 0.9DIJ 0.988 
20 10 30 55.20 49.54 35.48 0.985 0.952 0.778 
50 10 30 27.30 26.94 26.21 0.989 0.987 0.949 
100 10 30 23.36 23.23 23.13 0.990 0.989 0.075 
200 10 10 21.GS 2l.fi2 21.61 0.990 0.900 0.983 
IUO 10 :30 20.c' I 20.1):) 20 . .S.) O.!JDD O.'J!JO 0.987 
800 10 :3() 20.11 20.41 :20.47 0.')!)() 0.9\JU 0.98\J 
20 20 10 54.57 46.77 35.48 0.982 0.954 0.784 
50 20 10 27.18 26.74 26.21 0.989 0.987 0.951 
100 20 10 23.29 23.20 23.13 0.990 0.990 0.975 
200 2U 10 21 21.6:2 21 0.990 O.DliO 0.984 
400 20 llJ :20.82 20.8.) 20.80 IHJ!JO 0.9!)0 0.987 
bUU 20 10 :.?0.--L~ 20.·11 :20.47 O.!YJO 0.9\l() 0.98'1 
20 20 20 54.56 :17.44 33.76 0.983 0.946 0.786 
50 20 20 27.16 26.68 25.92 0.989 0.987 ().951 
lCO 20 20 :2:).2] 23.1 ~ ).06 0.9!10 O.!J!JO 0.97ti 
200 20 20 21.66 21.60 21.59 0.990 0.990 0.984 
400 20 20 20.88 20.84 20.84 0.990 0.990 0.987 
800 20 20 20.51 20.47 20.47 0.990 0.990 0.988 
:20 20 :~() ;J,L80 47.~!) :J2.TJ (J.'),qc] 0.0.'1q 0.78fi 
.)0 20 30 27 1:1 26.62 '2.5.6;) 0,9~9 0 !Jt'(j 0.952 
lOO 20 :m 2:L::::o 2:1.l:l 2~.DD il.!J9() O.!J:-5!! 0.970, 
200 20 30 21.54 21.59 21.57 0.990 0.990 0.984 
400 20 30 20.81 20.84 20.84 0.990 0.990 0.987 
800 20 30 20.51 20.47 20.47 0.990 0.990 0.988 
20 30 l() t)<LOD 45.:3c:J :o~.:m 0.981 0 D41 0.790 
.:so 30 :JG.9:3 26.·!) 2S.Oi5 0.98:1 0.91'7 0.952 
100 30 lO :23.20 23.09 22.90 0,990 O.D8\J 0.9715 
200 30 10 21.55 21.58 21.57 0.990 0.990 0.984 
400 30 10 20.81 20.84 20.84 0.990 0.990 0.987 
800 .30 10 20.42 20.47 20.47 0.990 0.990 0.989 
20 30 20 o~. I l 46.1') :51.27 0.%2 0 !):54 0.790 
:JO 30 20 :;U.8D 26.0D 25.40 0.989 0.0Hli 0.95:) 
lOO 30 20 23.lti 23.06 22.92 0.990 0.989 0.97G 
200 :m 20 21.64 21.57 21.55 0.99() 0.990 0.984 
400 30 20 20.87 20.84 20.83 0.990 0.990 0.987 
800 30 20 20.40 20.47 20.46 0.990 0.990 0.989 
20 30 :10 5:1.Sfi 46.72 30.TJ 0.98:) 0.9:2:} 0.79:2 
30 :m 2U.78 26.37 2-5.18 0.989 O.DIJl) 0.95:) 
lOO 30 30 23.10 23.0-± 22.1>6 0.990 0.989 0.97G 
200 30 30 21.59 21.56 21.53 0.990 ().990 0.984 
400 30 30 20.83 20.83 20.83 0.990 0.990 0.987 
800 30 30 20.15 20.46 20.16 0.990 0.990 0.98!) 
.\'ote. x§,O.Ol =20.09, CPy, v~CP(t~s L(a)L F =CP(t~c; r(a)), CP x" = c'1'>(x~,al· 
A. y,tgi and T. Seo 
Table 3: Simulated and approximate values and coverage probabilities 
for one-sample problem with two-step monotone sample 
Sa.rnn le Size Upper PercPntile Coverage I-\:-;l~~ility 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































"iote. x~,o.os = 'l.l9, X~,o.o 1 = B.28, CPys.r = CP(t~5 L(ll)), CPvs, = CP(t~8 F(n;), 
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Tabk !: Simulated and approximate values and coverage probabilities 
for one-sample problem with two-step monotone sample 







































































































































(pl,P2) = (8,1) 





































400!) 12 2017.48 117.26 0.987 



































































































































































































































10 IOU 2076.76 :3'160.91 1999.09 26.53 0.990 0.492 0.305 O.CJ80 0.315 0.231 
20 [()[) 44.02 53.10 41. [() 25.40 0.987 0.931 () 863 0.975 0.889 0.801 
30 100 :~HL6-l a:J.G-; 30.17 24.61 o.989 u.971 o.932 o.9cS3 o.osg o.9o9 
50 100 25.19 ~6.16 25.28 23.57 ll.'J'JO 0.085 0.964 0.988 0.981 0.957 

































A. Yagi and T. Seo 
Table 5: Simulated and approximate values and coverage probabilities 



























































































































































































































































































































































































10 100 21.62 2o.:n 14.55 o.994 o.!J7S 0.969 o 987 o.9:J8 0.945 
20 100 I 'J.2:l 16.20 l."i.88 14.36 0.992 0.987 0.981 O.!J89 O.!!h~ 0.975 
JO lOO 1-.l.Cb 15.08 14.l!5 14.21 0.991 0.98[) 0.984 0.990 0.986 0.981 
50 100 14.11 14.33 14.30 14.02 0.991 0.990 0.986 0.9'10 0.989 0.91l5 
100 lOO 13.79 l3.81 13.83 13.76 0.990 0.990 0.91'\8 0.990 0.990 O.:J87 
---------------------------------------------------------------
'-Tote. x~.o.o.s = 9.49. X~,O.Ol Ll.28, CPys L = CP(t~s ,(o)), CPys F = 
CP x2 = CP(x;.c,), CI\,s L = CP(t~3 L(o:)), CPys.F = CP(t~s p(a)), CPx2 = CP(x;,oJ 
Test'' for Mean Vectors with Two-step and Three-step \[onotone Samples G$J 
Table 6: Simulated and approximate values and coverage probabilities 
for two-sample problem -vvith two-step monotone sample 






































































































































































































































































o:l. 73 45.33 23.14 0.998 
28.62 27.01 22.66 0.9\H 
24.98 24.26 22.30 0.9!!3 
22.7S '!2.33 2l.S:l 0.9!!1 



































































































































































































Note. X~.o.o 5 = 15.51, 1:~,0.01 = 20.09, CPvs L = CP(t~8 rJa)), CPvs-F = CP(t~8 p(oo)), 
'1 2 ..-- ___. 2 --- -~ 2 \ ___. --· 2 CP x2 = CP(Xp,"'), CPvs L = CP(tvn(a)), CPvs P = CP(tvs p(a);, CP x2 = CP(xr "). 
70 A. Yagi and T. Seo 
Table 7: Simulated and approximntc values and coverage probabilities 
for two-sample problem with two-step monotone sarnph~ 
Sample Size 
'[' (1) (1) (2) (2) 





















40 20 20 20 
40 40 20 20 
40 20 40 20 
40 40 40 20 
Lj(j jl) 40 
30 15 15 15 
30 30 15 15 
30 15 30 l.'i 
30 30 30 
3il :m 30 30 
40 20 20 20 
40 40 20 20 
40 20 40 20 
40 40 40 2i! 























































10 20 20 20 
40 40 20 20 
40 20 40 20 
40 40 40 20 
40 m 40 HJ 
Upper Percentile Coverage Probability 
t;imu (~~ll\l\ t~s-L t~rs_ p CPvs-L CPvs-F CP x2 CPvs-L CiJ?YS-F CP ., 
a= O.O.J 
10.90 11.31 11.23 11.08 
10.7D 11.22 11.11 10.88 
10.70 10.85 10.79 10.73 
10.63 1 ().81 10.71 10.6!) 






10.54 10.81 ]0.74 10.04 0.953 
10.4.5 10.74 10.66 10.50 0.954 
10.37 10.47 10.43 10.39 0.951 
10.31 l l 10.38 1CJ.:3U 0.95L 
10.24 JO.:l!) 10.34 111.2:3 O.!)c)2 
a •= 0.01 
15.84 16.46 16.:n 16.06 o.991 
15.o5 16.31 16.13 15.70 0.991 
15.39 l'i fiO 15.54 1.5.4:0 0.091 
15.27 [:).Pi') 15.41 ],j 21 (),!)Q[J 
15.08 Li,:l() 15.31 Li.03 0.\JDl 
1G.l6 15.57 16.45 15.28 0.991 
14.99 15.42 15.:31 15.03 0.991 
14.84 Ls.oo 14.91 1 nn o.ooo 
14.76 
14.66 
L --L ~)-! 
I LSD 
14.82 l-Lii8 ll.9DO 
14.74 11.55 ().!);)() 
(pr,P2) = (8, 4) 
a= 0.05 
19.12 :!lUll 20.51 :20.01 
18.82 20.70 20.18 19.40 
18.81 19.38 19.14 18.93 
18.56 19.28 18.91 18.,56 
18.26 l'l 12 18.75 HU7 
18.15 19.22 18.98 
17.94 19.07 Ji-:.7,5 18.27 
17.87 18.26 18.08 17.95 
17.66 18.13 17.93 17.70 











26.04 28.61 27.96 27.13 0.994 
23.50 28.25 27.43 26.14 0.994 
25.27 26.11 25. H 25.40 0.991 
24.86 2r,.uo 25.38 21.81 IJ.Hill 
24.48 JG.IJ 25.13 2LTi 0,991 
24 .. 3G 25.87 25.49 24.99 
23.97 25.59 2.5.13 24.35 
23.75 24.27 21.07 23.85 
23.43 2-Ul'J 23.82 :.2:3.46 





















0.952 0.928 0.949 
0,951 0.9:3(1 0.949 
0.950 0.931 0.949 
0.9GU !L932 0,9,HJ 
0.950 0.934 O.!HD 
0.991 0.977 0.990 
0.990 0.978 0.989 
O.l!OO 0 979 0.0'10 
0.990 0.980 O.!J'JIJ 
0.990 0 981 Q,DDO 
0.990 0.981 0.990 
0.990 0.982 0.990 
0.990 0.983 0.900 
0.9911 0.983 0.9!)0 







































0.966 0 !189 
0.969 0.989 
0.991 0.970 0.989 
0.991 0.972 0.989 
0.090 0.973 0.989 
0.990 U.974 O.lJK!l 





























































Note. X~,o 05 = 9.49, X~.O.lll = 13.28, = 15.51, X~,O.Ol = 20.09, CPys L = CP(t~s 1) u)), 
2 2- -2 - --;--2 CPys. F =CP(tys p(rx)), CP x2 =CP(xp,oJ, CPys.L =CP(ty8 da)), CPys F =CP(tys p(a)), 
CPx2= 
Tccto for ~lean Vectors wir.h Two-step and Three-step :VIonotone Sampleo 71 
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